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ABSTRACT
Automatic Dependent Surveillance–Broadcast (ADS-B) sensors de-
ployed on the ground are central to observing aerial movements of
aircraft. Their unsystematic placement, however, results in over-
densification of sensor coverage in some areas and insufficient
sensor coverage in other areas. ADS-B sensor coverage has so far
been recognized and analyzed as an availability problem; it was
tackled by sensor placement optimization techniques that aim for
covering large enough areas. In this paper, we demonstrate that the
unsystematic placement of ADS-B sensors leads to a security prob-
lem, since the realization and possible deployment of protective
mechanisms is closely linked to aspects of redundancy in ADS-B
sensor coverage. In particular, we model ADS-B sensor coverage as
a multi-dimensional security problem. We then use multi-objective
optimization techniques to tackle this problem and derive security-
optimized near-optimal placement solutions. Our results show how
the location of sensors play a significant role in reducing the success
rate of attackers by providing a sufficient number of sensors within
a specific geographical area to verify location claims and reducing
the exposure to jamming attacks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Commercial aircraft use the ADS-B (Automatic Dependent Surveil-
lance–Broadcast) system [2, 6] to broadcast messages that are re-
ceived by on-ground sensors of air-traffic control (ATC) and obser-
vation networks (such as Flightradar24, FlightAware, & OpenSky
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Network). However, the open communication of ADS-B where mes-
sages are sent without encryption and integrity protection also
suffers from the risk of spoofing and jamming attacks.

The placement of sensors is critical for the functioning of ADS-B.
The current deployment of ADS-B sensors oftentimes places them
arbitrarily on the ground (e. g., by volunteers contributing to the
OpenSkyNetwork [13]), which creates some overcrowded areas and
others without coverage [3]. Optimal sensor placement has typically
been investigated as an availability problem: How to place the
receivers such that they provide the best coverage for a geographical
area [7, 10, 18]? Placing them too close to each other leads to high
and possibly unnecessary redundancy, whereas placing them too
far apart may result in lost observation areas because the wireless
channel is faulty and messages may get lost.

To counter this risk, attack detection and prevention techniques
have been developed for the ADS-B context: (1) A common ap-
proach to detect tampering with ADS-B messages and the reported
aircraft locations is the use of Multilateration (MLAT) [9], which
allows to validate the reported locations in the messages with com-
puted locations based on measurements from multiple sensors.
MLAT requires the message to be received by four (or more) re-
ceivers on-ground in order to derive the aircraft’s location. (2)
Other approaches for validity checking rely on a smaller number
of received messages: Strohmeier et al. [14] proposed a lightweight
approach to validate the received aircraft location claim based on
the K-Nearest Neighbors algorithm (K-NN), requiring only two sen-
sors for location verification in two dimensions (2D). This approach
leads to less accuracy than MLAT, but can be used in geographic
areas covered by only two sensors. (3) To counter jamming attacks,
finally, it is beneficial to place sensors in maximum distances to
decrease the probability that all sensors in the reception range of a
certain geographic area are impacted by a jamming attack.

The aim for an optimized placement of ADS-B sensors that does
not only target coverage (i. e., availability of the ADS-B service), but
supports the deployment of defense mechanisms (i. e., considers
the security aspect of sensor deployment) creates the following
challenge:How can the different security requirements on the numbers
and locations of ADS-B sensors best be fulfilled? We note that MLAT
does not only need messages from at least four sensors, but its
accuracy also relies on the level of Geometric Dilution of Precision
(GDOP) [19] which again depends on the locations and number of
sensors. From a practicality aspect, we further need to consider that
real-world deployments cannot easily be modified to reflect optimal
sensor placements. This creates a second challenge: Knowing what
an optimal sensor placement from the security perspective would be,
how can existing placements of ADS-B sensors best be enhanced by
placing a certain number of additional sensors in a given area?
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As a reaction to these questions, we tackle the problem of Opti-
mal Sensor Placement (OSP) for ADS-B from the security perspective,
incorporating the constraints imposed by attack detection tech-
niques. In this paper, we extend our work in [4] from one security
objective to multiple security-relevant dimensions. First, we con-
sider MLAT for verifying aircraft locations claims in the received
ADS-B messages. In this objective, we aim to provide a sensor place-
ment solution where each broadcast message is to be received by
at least four sensors and can accordingly be verified by an MLAT
check. Second, since the cost of MLAT checks is rather high, and
it requires at least four sensors, which is hard to guarantee, we in-
troduce a second objective: Location verification checks at a lower
cost level but with less accuracy compared to MLAT. Finally, in our
third objective, we aim to provide a sensor setup that behaves favor-
ably under jamming attacks. We discuss three directions that can
potentially reduce the effect of jamming attacks, (a) maximize the
distance between the sensors, (b) maximize the distance between
the jammer and the sensors, (c) minimize the number of sensors
within the range of the jammer. Our solution aims to optimize with
respect to all of these dimensions.

We address two research questions: (1) Optimal setting: de-
termine the minimum number of ADS-B sensors and their near-
optimal locations that are required to cover a specific geographic
area, (2) Real-World Setting: determine the minimum number of
new sensors and their locations to be added to the existing sen-
sors to reach a close-to-optimal sensor deployment. We treat each
security dimension as an objective function to be optimized. Our
target is to solve the OSP problem by providing solutions for sensor
coverage that allow the aircraft to be tracked during their flight
time while allowing the deployment of security checks that enable
to verify ADS-B messages and place sensors in a way that mitigates
the effect of jamming attacks. The main key of our approach is
that all objective functions are optimized simultaneously, where
each solution is non-dominated by another one. For this purpose,
we adopt the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II)
[17] algorithm. In short, our main contributions in this paper are:

• We model the problem of ADS-B sensor placement under
security considerations as a Multi-Objective Optimal Sensor
Placement Problem (OSP) with respect to three concrete
security objectives—two for location verification (MLAT &
leightweight verification) and one for jamming prevention.

• We specify and formally introduce the three security objec-
tives and investigate their impact on ADS-B sensor locations.
For the case of jamming attacks, our approach consists of a
systematic way of including three security directions that
impact the success of jamming attacks.

• We provide a set of non-dominated solutions for the pro-
posed problem at a sample location in central Europe. Each
solution provides a suitable compromise between all objec-
tives without degrading any of them.

2 THREAT MODEL
We consider two types of attacks on ADS-B communication:

(1) ADS-B Location Spoofing: The attacker exploits the open
nature of ADS-B communication to modify the content of

transmitted ADS-B message that are within the attacker’s
range. He/she can insert own messages or modify the broad-
cast location of the aircraft which leads to receiving a modi-
fied location by the on-ground sensors. The success of the
attack depends on whether the attacker is located in a geo-
graphical area that is only covered by few sensors, where
location verification methods cannot be applied.

(2) ADS-B Jamming: The attacker tries to block the communi-
cation that is received by the on-ground sensors by causing
interference on the wireless channel to prevent the reception
of ADS-Bmessages. The attacker can use any software radios
with amplifiers that are typically cheap and affordable.

3 OVERVIEW: OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS (OFs)
We aim to solve the Optimal Sensor Placement (OSP) problem under
the consideration of multi-objective functions (MOF) that provides
defense mechanisms in addition to full coverage. A set of security
objectives are considered to solve the OSP problem. We briefly
describe them in this section while a detailed and self-contained
description is available as a technical report [5].

3.1 OF 1: Multilateration (MLAT) under GDOP
Since MLAT requires 4 or more sensors to verify a location claim, by
this first objective, we aim to identify the best sensor deployment
solution such that eachmessage can be received by at least 4 sensors.

Let us assume an airspace A that contains the expected ADS-
B traffic. Then we take 𝑚 sample locations pj from airspace A:
A = {𝑔 𝑗 |pj} 𝑗=1,· · · ,𝑚 , where,𝑔 𝑗 represents the required GDOP value
at pj. In addition, given a placement S = {si}𝑖=1,· · · ,𝑛 of 𝑛 ADS-B
sensors, we write 𝑔 𝑗

∧
= 𝑔𝑑𝑜𝑝S (pj) to denote the achieved GDOP

value at the location pj due to the particular geometry of S. For
readability, we omit the subscript and write 𝑔 𝑗

∧
= 𝑔𝑑𝑜𝑝 (pj).

In order to find the best deployment of ADS-B sensors and their
corresponding locations from S, to satisfy a per-location GDOP
requirement for a given airspace A, we assume 𝛿 to be the toler-
ance parameter on the GDOP at any location, where S can only
be admitted if: ∀ pj ∈ A : |𝑔 𝑗

∧
− 𝑔 𝑗 | < 𝛿 , which is equivalent to

∥𝑔
∧
− g∥∞ < 𝛿 , where ∥.∥∞ represents the sup-norm defined by

∥𝑔
∧
− g∥∞ = max𝑗 |𝑔 𝑗

∧
− 𝑔 𝑗 |.

The Mean Squared Deviation (MSD) between the achieved and
the required GDOP in the entire airspace of our first objective is:

𝑀𝑆𝐷 (S) = 1
𝑚

𝑚∑︁
𝑗=1

(𝑔 𝑗 − 𝑔 𝑗
∧
)2 . (1)

3.2 OF 2: Lightweight Location Check with
Transmission Range Evaluation

Our second objective is designed based on Lightweight Location
Estimation [14] to provide a security check with fewer sensors.
However, the accuracy of this check is less than the MLAT-check
(objective 1), but still, this lightweight method can provide fine
results with small budget, and it can be used in areas where MLAT
is not available either due to lack of a number of sensors or an
attack that affects the area and disrupts some of the sensors.
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To achieve the second objective, we use the transmission range
or distance as an evaluation principle to deploy the sensors. In
more details, given an airspace A with 𝑚 uniform sample loca-
tions pj from A, the following spatial data matrix is defined: A =

{𝑡𝑟 ( 𝑗,𝑠) |pj} 𝑗=1,· · · ,𝑚 where, 𝑡𝑟 ( 𝑗,𝑠) represents the best minimal dis-
tance from pj to sensor si, the required one. In addition, given a
placement S = {si}𝑖=1,· · · ,𝑛 of 𝑛 ADS-B sensors, we write 𝑡𝑟 𝑗

∧
=

𝑡𝑟S (pj) to denote the achieved distance from the location pj to si
due to the particular geometry of S. For readability, we omit the
subscript and write 𝑡𝑟 𝑗

∧
= 𝑡𝑟 (pj).

Now, to find the minimal number of ADS-B sensors 𝑛𝑚𝑖𝑛 and
their corresponding deployment S to guarantee a per-defined trans-
mission range requirement for a given airspace A, let us assume
𝑡𝑟𝛿 to be the tolerance parameter of 𝑡𝑟 at any location. A sensor
placement S can only be accepted if:

∀ pj ∈ A, ∥𝑡𝑟
∧

− tr∥∞ < 𝑡𝑟𝛿 . (2)

3.3 OF 3: Low Sensor Density under Jamming
Tackling jamming attacks requires more sophisticated considera-
tions to optimize the locations of sensors on ground. The aim of this
objective is to reduce the effect of jamming by placing the sensors
in a way that guarantees good coverage, while keeping the number
of sensors affected by the jammer to a minimum. We incorporate
three directions for the network topology of deployed sensors:

• Direction 1:Maximize the distance 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 (𝑠𝑖 , 𝑠𝑖 ) between sen-
sors, where 𝑠𝑖 and 𝑠

𝑖
are any two sensors in S. The aim is

to select the best candidates of sensors that are placed in
locations far away from each other, in other words, the best
low-sensor-density network. Sensor placement S can only be
accepted if only the difference (MSD) between the required
distance and computed distance is minimal.

• Direction 2: Maximize the distance 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 ( 𝑗𝑎𝑚𝑖 , 𝑠 𝑗 ) between
jammer and sensors. This direction aims to reduce the Jamming-
to-Signal (JSR) ratio [1].

𝐽𝑆𝑅 =
𝑃 𝑗𝐺 𝑗𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 (𝑡,𝑠)

2

𝑃𝑇𝐺𝑇𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 ( 𝑗𝑎𝑚,𝑠)
2 (3)

where, 𝑃 𝑗 and 𝐺 𝑗 are the transmission power and antenna
gain of the jammer, the 𝑃𝑇 and 𝐺𝑇 the transmission power
and antenna gain of the transmitter, and 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 (𝑡,𝑠) , 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 ( 𝑗𝑎𝑚,𝑠)
the distances from the transmitter (or jammer) to the sensor,
respectively. As we can see from the Eq. 3, we can reduce the
ratio either by changing the transmitter characteristics (the
ADS-B out-device on all aircraft), or maximize the distance
between jammer and receiver. Since it is hard to change the
already deployed transmitters, we can work on the distance
between the jammer and the receiver. Given list of 𝑘 jam-
ming attacks at different locations J = {jl}𝑙=1,· · · ,𝑘 within the
airspace A, let us assume 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡

𝛿
to be the tolerance param-

eter of 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 between and jammer and any sensor. A sensor
placement S can only be accepted if the distance between
a jammer and any sensor under consideration is less than
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡

𝛿
and get the minimal MSD.

• Direction 3: Minimize the number of sensors within the
range of the jammer. As jammer tries to interfere with all the

sensors that are within its range. We aim here to reduce the
number of sensors that are within the range of the jammer,
where at anytime the number of affected sensors is small as
possible. A sensor placement S will only be accepted if the
MSD between the achieved and required number of sensors
within the LoS of the jammer is the minimal one.

We explain in the next section how these the optimization prob-
lems of the three directions are combined.

4 SYSTEM APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

4.1 Fitness/Cost Function
The fitness function is designed according to MSD (Section 3). It
computes the fitness of selected subsets of sensors from S that are
chosen by the NSGA-II algorithm. It evaluates the placement of
each subset of sensors by measuring the average of errors between
the achieved and required value to get the final score. NSGA-II
searches for the optimal Pareto frontier [11], and we consider all
solutions with first Pareto front, non-dominated solutions.

As anti-jamming Objective Function 3 considers three optimiza-
tion directions: two maximization problems and one minimization
problem. We deal with them as one objective by using Weighted
Sum Method [16]. Each direction can be assigned a weight, which
reflects the importance of this direction against the other two,
and then combined into one score: 𝑂𝐹 =

∑3
𝑖=1 𝐹𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖 ∗𝑤𝑖 .

where 𝑤𝑖 is the weight for objective direction 𝑖 , and
∑3
𝑖=1𝑤𝑖 = 1.

We also define a cost or penalty function to increase the security.
More details are provided in our technical report [5].

Finally, since we are working with a MOF problem and each
objective implies different checks with different unit scales, we
normalize all the obtained scores to simplify the evaluation.

4.2 OSP problems and Case Studies
We consider two scenarios:

(1) Scenario 1: OSP from Scratch.We consider the situation
where the volume space A is not covered by any sensor.
Thus, we can find the best minimal number of 𝑛 ADS-B
receivers and their locations to cover A without further
restrictions. We note that this case is idealistic and hard
to achieve in practice, but serves as a bound and optimal
solution we can compare real-world setting to.

(2) Scenario 2: Optimal Network Augmentation. By this
scenario, we wish to augment the current deployment by
adding 𝑛∗ additional receivers to the existing ones to provide
a near-optimal solution. We look for the best number 𝑛∗ of
new sensors Snew that can be added to the deployed ones
Sdepl to provide the best near-optimal solution.

4.3 Procedure for Solving OSP Problems
To solve the OSP problems, we adopt the MSD to get the scores of
all defined objectives (Section 3). First, we compute and derive the
following structures to be used through our computations.

(1) Compute direction cosines for all points in A to all sensors
in S, and for all jammers in J to all sensors in S .
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(2) Compute the distance using the defined expression of Eu-
clidean Distance, (1) from each point inA to all sensors in S,
(2) from each jammer in J to all sensors in S, (3) compute
the distance between all sensors in S.

We then compute the objective functions. Each procedure is
applied at every generation of NSGA-II.

(1) Find the set S 𝑗
𝐿𝑂𝑆

of all ADS-B receivers for which Inequality
of Line-of-Sight (LOS) [4] is valid.

(2) If |S 𝑗
𝐿𝑂𝑆

| >= 4, compute the GDOP at pj for all 4-sized subsets
of S 𝑗

𝐿𝑂𝑆
using the closed-form expression proved in [19].

Then set 𝑔 𝑗
∧

(achieved GDOP) to the minimal value found.
(3) Otherwise, set 𝑔 𝑗

∧
= ∞ (the GDOP cannot be evaluated), and

check if |S 𝑗
𝐿𝑂𝑆

| < 2, set 𝑡𝑟 𝑗
∧

= ∞. (The lightweight location
check can not be evaluated).

(4) Otherwise, get the minimal two values, which represent
the closest two sensors, and assign it to the 𝑡𝑟 𝑗

∧
(minimal

transmission range).
(5) Get the best sub-set that has the maximum distance from all

sensors (Objective 3, Direction 1).
(6) For each jammer 𝑙 in J , find the set S𝑙

𝐿𝑂𝑆
of all ADS-B re-

ceivers that are within the range 𝑙𝑡ℎ jammer. If |S𝑙
𝐿𝑂𝑆

| = 0, set
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 𝑗𝑎𝑚2𝑠
∧

= ∞ (Direction 2), and 𝐿𝑂𝑆 𝑗𝑎𝑚

∧
= 0 (Direction

3) (best solution).
(7) Otherwise, get the distance from each 𝑙 for all sensors, and

then get the minimum one, and repeat step 6 for all subsets
of sensors to find the𝑚𝑖𝑛( |S𝑙

𝐿𝑂𝑆
|).

5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We consider a small geographical area around Frankfort Airport,
between 47.4–51.4 latitudes and 5.71–9.71 longitudes decimal de-
grees for evaluation. We were able to get the location of 21 ADS-B
receivers from OpenSky for this specified area; sensors that were
placed arbitrarily. We evaluate this real-world deployment to check
how far it is from the optimal solution. Table 1 shows the fitness
values of all objective functions by this deployment. We consider
these values as reference points.

First, we assume this area is not covered by any sensors and we
want to place 𝑛 new sensors considering the objective functions
that we have. First, we use the basic GA [8] to get the fitness value
of each objective alone and then the fitness value of all together
across different number of sensors. Based on the experiments, we
observed that at 𝑛 = 30 the genetic algorithm stops improving the
fitness value, so we consider it to be the best minimum number
of sensors that are required to cover the whole area of study with
respect to the three defined objectivesd. Thus, we use 𝑛 = 30 as the
number of sensors to cover the whole area from scratch for the rest
of the experiments (more details about the fitness values by GA
and generations can be found in [5]).

Table 1: Fitness Values of Objectives with Random Placement of 21
sensors from OpenSky

OF1 OF2 OF3

Fitness Value 0.02203632 0.02732189 0.05420901

Figure 1: The fitness function values of all objectives for placing
𝑛 = 30 new sensors. Each dot represents the solution of a set of
locations of 𝑛 = 30 ADS-B sensors.

Figure 2: The geographical representation of the 21 deployed sensors,
30 new selected sensors, and 400 candidates locations that the NSGA-
II algorithm have to choose from.

The obtained solution by GA considers all objectives together,
where we are not able to select the best solution for each objective.
Thus, we run the NSGA-II and we got a set of solutions where
each solution is non-dominated by another. Figure 1 shows set of
solutions to place 𝑛 = 30 new sensors with their fitness function.
We have to illustrate that each solution represents the locations
of the 𝑛 = 30 sensors that we are wishing to place. The solution
with minimal fitness value are considered better than the ones with
high values. As an example, from Figure 1, we can say the solutions
that are located close to the bottom left corner are near-optimal
solutions for the first and second objectives, while the solutions are
considered near optimal based on the third objective where they
are close to the ground surface of the cube.

To depict where these sensors are placed compared to the already
deployed ones in real-world maps, Figure 2 shows the location of
the already 21 deployed sensors, and the best 30 selected sensors
out of 400 candidates sensors to cover the area under investigation.
As we can see the deployed ones are concentrated close to each
other, while the obtained solution from NSGA-II distributes the
sensors over the whole area in a way to guarantee full coverage
and at the same time satisfies the objective functions.

Moreover, we consider the scenario where we have to add 𝑛 new
sensors to the already deployed ones to get a near-optimal solution.
We assume we have to add 𝑛 = 15 new sensors and we need to
check the set of solutions to place them with the 21 sensors from
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Figure 3: The fitness function values of all objectives for placing 15
new sensors in addition to 21 already deployed sensors 𝑛 = 15 + 21.
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Figure 4: Simulated k-coverage heatmap for best placement solution
of 𝑛 = 30 ADS-B sensors.

OpenSky. Figure 3 presents the set of sensors with their fitness
values. As shown, the set of solutions go slightly to the right-up.
This means that we can still be close to the optimal scenario with
𝑛 = 15 sensors and the solutions can be enhanced if we increase the
number of sensors, but we restrict ourselves here to 𝑛 = 15 to show
how the sensor deployment with low budget can get benefit from
our method by placing sensors with the already deployed ones.

As our first objective targets to have full coverage while minimiz-
ing the GDOP value, we test the k-coverage and GDOP distribution
for one of the obtained solutions from NSGA-II. As we can see from
Figure 4, the selected sensors can still achieve good coverage where
MLAT or Lightweight checks can be used to verify the aircraft lo-
cations. At the same time, the GDOP value is reduced significantly
as shown in Figure 5 compared to the GDOP value from the 21
deployed sensors.1 For about 90% of the area under consideration
the currently deployed sensors have high GDOP values above 60,
whereas this can be reduced to only 24% of the area for the 𝑛 = 30
newly deployed sensors.

1See [5] for more details on the k-coverage and GDOP values of the deployed sensors.
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Figure 5: Simulated GDOP values for best placement solution of
𝑛 = 30 new sensors.

Figure 6: The number of sensors that are affected by the jamming
attack setup (75 jammers at three height levels across the whole area)
with the 𝑛 = 21 already deployed sensors from OpenSky. Each dot in
the figure represents the location of the jammer in 2D.

Figure 7: The number of sensors that are affected by the jamming
attack setup with 𝑛 = 30 newly selected sensors and 75 jammers.

Lastly, we evaluate the resistance of the current deployment
against jamming attacks.We generated 75 jammers across thewhole
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area at different altitudes. We assume the attacks could be at differ-
ent locations, like on high buildings or even on the aircraft. First,
we check how many sensors out of 21 sensors are affected by such a
setup. Figure 6 reflects how successfully the attackers at 3000m and
6000 m height are able to jam almost all the deployed sensors since
they are placed close to each other and they are within the range
of the attackers. For test purposes, we assign similar weights for all
three directions of our third objective (1/3 in each case), however,
these values can be adjusted according to needs. Second, we test
how the locations of the selected solution of 𝑛 = 30 sensors are
resistant to the jamming attack. As we can see from Figure 7, the
number of sensors that are affected by jamming is reduced com-
pared to the one of the deployed ones. We note that these numbers
are across the whole area, while the ones that are shown in Figure 6
are all concentrated within the range of currently deployed sensors.

6 RELATEDWORK
Multilateration (MLAT) [9] is used to verify the trustworthiness of
location claims in received messages. However, the percentage of
messages that can be veritably by MLAT with GDOP < 10 is only
around 5.24% from the whole messages [15] because it requires at
least four sensors. Another K-NN based approach [15] is proposed
to verify the messages that are received by two sensors where
41.48% of received messages can be verified but in 2D dimensions.
MAVPro [3] also proposed to verify the messages that are received
by one sensor but with less accuracy.

All of these location checks depend on the number and the lo-
cation of the receiving sensors. In an unstructured placement of
ADS-B receivers, the location verification checks become inappli-
cable and the aircraft may not be tracked by the ATC. Recently, the
OSP problem in an avionic context has been investigated [12]. The
authors verify the messages in 2D based on the assumption that
MLAT applied with coplanar receivers generally results in a poor
vertical dilution of precision. We believe that, if the receivers are
placed and spread carefully, then the coplanarity assumption can
be broken due to the Earth curvature.

7 CONCLUSION
This paper proposed amulti-objective optimization problem (MOOP)
addressing the placement of ADS-B sensors on-ground under se-
curity considerations. We tackled the Optimal Sensor Placement
Problem with respect to three objective functions. The first and sec-
ond objectives aim to provide an optimal solution that guarantees
coverage where each ASD-B message must be received by at least
one receiver and at the same time allows location checks of the
aircraft to verify the trustworthiness of the received claim locations
in the ADS-B message. In our third objective, we aim to reduce the
effect of jamming attacks by placing sensors in a way that mini-
mizes the number of sensors affected by the attackers. We use the
Non-dominated Sorting Genetic (NSGA-II) algorithm to optimize
and get our set of solutions. For our results the obtained solutions
are optimized simultaneously and each solution is non-dominated
by another, giving the sensor deployers flexibility in selecting an
optimal solution based on budget and needs.
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